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Figures:

300 7 0
From 2008 we have 
finished more than 300 
projects for more than
50 clients.

Ufagra branding agency creates strong brands from 2008. Our brands smoothly 
combine marketing, strategic and creative components. We finish constructing of 
your business to the most effective level with unlimited growth potential.

We have worked in
seven countries
and 18 cities.

Not a single client
did a rebranding
after Ufagra had fin-
ished a branding proj-
ect for them.



Our specialists has finished best branding and marketing schools, they take trainings and 
upgrade their qualification in the following institutions: High School of Branding, School 
of creative concepting MADS, High Academic School of Graphic Design, Designprosmotr, 
Flashpoint and others.

Team of 
professionals:

UFAGRA is a permanent member of Association 
of Russian Branding Companies (ABCR), group pf 
companies Ufagra is in the Top-10 marketing and 
PR companies according to the rating agency RAEX 
(«Expert RA»). 



Competences:
Competences Strategy Corporate identity Promotion

Tasks Competitor analysis
Target audience 
analysis
Brandplatform
Brand architecture
Trends analysis
Resourses analysis
Positioning

Basic constants
Design consept
Style formation
Packing
Branding
Media design
Environmental design
Creative strategy

Strategy session
Brandplatform
Naming
Logotype
Tag line
Corporate identity
Brandbook

Radio and TV AD
Outdoor advertising
Internet advertising
Annual report
Calendar
Catalogue
Book

Web-site
Landing
Corporative  
video presentation
Concept of the AD
Promo souvenirs
Event

Concepting
Advertising
Website
Targeting
Annual reports
Events

Products



PROJECTS

BRANDING
AND PROMOTION



Summits SCO BRICS UFA2015 In preparation for sammits in Ufa our agency has worked out 
PR-platmorm which combined rational and emotional advantages for Ufa citizens, 
has created slogan “Ufa - choice of the world” and advertising company for 
SCO BRICS UFA2015 summits.
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Branding of bakery network  
“Fox’s bread“ 

Ufagra has worked out: marketing strategy, positioning, brand platform, 
naming, verbal and visual identity. We created original design-layouts for 20 
stores.



Branding of bakery 
wares producer

Ufagra has worked out marketing strategy, positioning, brand platform,
naming, verbal and visual identity.



Branding of club residence We have created marketing platform and positioning, naming, visual 
identity and photorealistic vizualization of apartment complex.



Branding of a building company Naming, customer-oriented bright company identity and a character were created 
on the basis of marketing strategy and brand platform. Flexible style concept is 
not associated to the particular building technology, it allows to change commu-
nication for various markets demands.



Package complex of meat products Marketing strategy and brand platform were eleborated. We have created packing 
set with color-coding of product lines, also product line was optimized.



Package complex of cakes Design-concept of packing was created on the basis of marketing strategy and 
brand platform, product lines were divided into sigments, brand product portfolio 
was optimazed.



Advertising campaign 
for developer

The concept, metaphor and idea of advertising campaign were created.
Outdoor, video and radio advertisment were worked out.



Integrated advertising campaign Partners notifications integration during movies and serials viewing in the partner 
application.



Annual report  
SC “BESC”

Blue power line gets through all the pages combining its into one unit.
As BEKS units neibourhood regions and cunsumers among the Republic into one 
single electric power system. This line associates with report’s content.
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